CSCI 450 (Artificial Intelligence)
Fall 2015
Dr. Stephanie Schwartz
Research Presentations Schedule

Remember: Your rough draft (length complete) is due at the start of class on the day of your presentation

October
10/1: Search/Games (Brady)
10/2: Reasoning Under Uncertainty (Eddie)
10/9: Reasoning Under Uncertainty (Kevin)
10/12: Machine Learning (Language – Cory)
10/16: Machine Learning (Joe)
10/22: Machine Learning (Jeremiah, Vince S.)
10/23: Planning (Lauren)
10/26: Planning (Steve)
10/30: Planning (Tyler H, Jamie)

November
11/2: Planning (Kyle)
11/5: Multi-Agent Systems (Vince V)
11/6: Multi-Agent Systems (Vince B)
11/9: Unsupervised Learning (Sal, Alex)
11/16: Unsupervised Learning (Shayne)
11/19: Unsupervised Learning (Mitch, Josh)
11/20: Robotics (Will)
11/23: Robotics (Jordan)
11/30: Unsupervised Learning (Adam, Sean)

December
12/3: Natural Language Processing (Tyler B)
12/4: Natural Language Processing (Ryan)